
 

 

GRYPHON MARKET COMMENTARY – 31 DECEMBER 2020 

 

INTERNATIONAL LOCAL 

Equity markets continued their strong showing for the month of 

December, with the MSCI World Index returning +4.3%, and the 

MSCI Emerging Markets’ +7.4%. For the year, the MSCI World 

returned +16.5% and the MSCI Emerging Markets +18.7%. Despite 

President Trump’s objections, the U.S. slowly adapted to the reality 

of a Biden victory. Across the globe markets had the choice of 

reacting to the increased number of virus infections and 

hospitalizations or the prospective good news associated with the 

positive results from a number of vaccines. they chose the latter. A 

number of new listings in the U..S, including AirBnB, attracted 

attention with both aggressive pricing and trading on listing. Tesla 

delivered its target of producing 500 000 electric vehicles for 2020. 

Local equities rode the coattails of the global rally, ending the 

month up +4.2%. The All Bond Index returned +2.4%. The Rand 

strengthened 13.6% over the quarter. For the year, Equities 

returned +7.0%, Bonds +8.7% and Cash +5.4%. For the past three 

years, bonds have returned +8.9% and Equities +3.1%. Moody’s 

and Fitch downgraded South Africa by a further notch and 

maintained negative outlooks. The South African Reserve Bank 

have held rates steady and the likelihood of further cuts has 

reduced. A further range of restrictions were introduced mid-

December to cope with the “second wave” of COVID19. The ban 

on alcohol sales is likely to have a detrimental impact on the fiscus 

and South Africa’s already stretched balance sheet. 

 

EQUITY INDICES MTD YTD 12M 
CURRENCIES/ 

COMMODITIES 
VALUE MTD YTD 12 M BONDS VALUE 

YTD 

BPT ∆ 

12M  

BPT ∆ 

MSCI WORLD (USD) 4.27% 16.50% 16.50% ZAR vs USD 14.69 5% -5% -5% USA BOND 10 YEAR 0.92 -100 -100 

MSCI EMERGING MARKETS 
(USD) 7.40% 18.69% 18.69% 

ZAR vs GBP 20.08 3% -8% -8% 
USA BOND 2 YEAR 0.125 -146 -146 

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL 3.41% 9.72% 9.72% ZAR vs EUR 17.95 3% -14% -14% GERMAN BOND 10 YEAR -0.57 -38 -38 

S&P 500 3.84% 18.40% 18.40% ZAR vs AUD 11.30 1% -15% -15% GERMAN BOND 2 YEAR -0.71 -11 -11 

UK FTSE 100 3.10% -14.34% -14.34% EUR vs USD 1.22 -2% -9% -9% UK BOND 10 YEAR 0.2 -63 -63 

JAPANESE NIKKEI 225 3.82% 16.01% 16.01% GBP vs USD 1.37 -3% -3% -3% UK BOND 2 YEAR -0.15 -68 -68 

GERMAN DAX 3.99% 4.76% 4.76% YEN vs USD 0.01 -1% -5% -5% RSA LONG TERM GILT 8.929 -3 -3 

FRENCH CAC 40 0.60% -7.14% -7.14% GOLD 1894 7% 24% 24% RSA 10 YEAR 8.929 -3 -3 

AUSTRALIAN ASX 1.61% 0.71% 0.71% PLATINUM 1070 12% 10% 10% RSA 3 YEAR 4.91 -229 -229 

JSE ALL SHARE 4.24% 7.00% 7.00% IRON ORE 159 22% 72% 72% RSA REPO RATE 3.5 -300 -300 

JSE TOP 40 3.98% 9.97% 9.97% COPPER 7742 1% 26% 26% RSA PRIME LENDING RATE 7 -300 -300 

JSE ALL SHARE SWIX 3.95% 2.61% 2.61% NICKEL 16540 1% 18% 18% 
USA INFLATION RATE 1.2 -110 -90 

JSE TOP 40 SWIX 3.49% 5.86% 5.86% BRENT OIL 52 8% -22% -22% 
RSA INFLATION RATE 3.2 -80 -40 

 INTERNATIONAL LOCAL 

Global markets continue their positive trend into the new year. The 

level of volatility has increased as has the question of underlying 

valuation. While low bond yields are providing support to the 

argument that equities provide the best relative prospective 

returns, the recent back-up in bond yields indicates how quickly 

this justification can unwind. While Trump supporters trashing The 

Capitol makes for interesting politics, we expect the impact on 

markets to be muted; the  victory of the Democratic Party in 

Georgia is more likely to have an influence. However, here too, we 

believe that markets may be pricing in too much good news. It’s 

worth remembering that when every economic and political event 

is interpreted by markets as good news, we are usually closer to the 

end, rather than the beginning, of a bull market. 

The South African economy enters the new year with limited 

prospects of a strong recovery. In addition to the lingering impact 

of the virus, familiar constraints, such as electricity supply, remain 

an issue. The rise in the oil price is also likely to feed through to 

inflation and this is likely to increase the SARB’s hawkishness on 

interest rates. Some estimates have GDP taking at least four years 

to recover to its pre-COVID levels. We feel obligated to counsel 

investors that, while the All Share Index returned 7.0% to equity 

investors during 2020, the average of the ASISA General Equity 

Category was only 1.9%, and hence fund managers have again 

disappointed in delivering  value for local investors. This is, however, 

a metric that applies across the globe. Investors would do well to 

focus on the costs associated with their investments as well as the 

risk-adjusted return from the various assets classes. 

 RISK GRYPHON FUND POSITIONING 

   LOW 

 
HIGH 

Money Market Fund 

Dividend Income Fund 

Prudential Fund of Funds 

Flexible Fund of Funds 

All Share Tracker Fund  

Global Equity Fund 

Conservatively managed, superb yield. 

Enhanced before tax yield. 

Currently conservatively positioned. Regulation 28 compliant. 

Currently conservatively positioned. 

Lowest cost, superbly diversified exposure to equities. 

Low cost exposure to international diversification with associated currency benefit. 
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FAIS NOTICE and DISCLAIMER: This document is a minimum disclosure document. Collective Investment Schemes (“CIS”) or Unit Trusts are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory interests 

(units) may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of the underlying international investments to go 

up or down. CIS unit prices are calculated on a net asset value (“NAV”) basis, which is the total value of all assets in the portfolio including income accruals and less any permissible deductions from the portfolio. 

Forward pricing is used. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request from Gryphon Collective Investments. A Fund-of-Funds is a portfolio that invests in other portfolios of CIS (Unit 

Trusts), which levy their own charges, which could result in a higher fee structure for the Fund-of-Funds.  A money market portfolio is not a bank deposit account. The value of the price is on an accrual basis. The total 

return is made up of interest received and any gain or loss made on any particular instrument; and in most cases the return will merely have the effect of increases or decreases in the daily yield, but in the case of 

abnormal losses it can have an effect of reducing the capital value of the portfolio. Excessive withdrawals from the portfolio may place the portfolio under liquidity pressure; and in such circumstances a process of 

ring-fencing of withdrawal instructions and managed pay-outs over time may be followed.  Gryphon Collective Investments reserves the right to close and reopen certain funds from time to time in order to manage 

them more efficiently and in accordance with mandates. The fund manager may borrow up to 10% of the market value of a portfolio to bridge insufficient liquidity. The CIS are traded at ruling prices and may engage 

in securities borrowing and scrip lending. Portfolio performance is based on a lump sum investment, calculated on a NAV to NAV basis and does not take any initial fees into account. Income is reinvested on ex-

distribution date. Total return performances are published. Performance figures used are on an annualised basis and are the figures as at month-end quoted against relevant benchmarks for a minimum period of 

one rolling year and in multiples of full years for periods longer than one year.  Actual investment performance will differ based on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date and the date of reinvestment 

of income. The Total Expense Ratio (“TER”) is a measure that can be used by investors and advisors to determine how much of a Financial Product’s underlying assets are relinquished as payment for services rendered 

in the administration of the Financial Product (e.g. manager fees & charges, administration fees and charges and VAT thereon, etc.). Transaction Costs (“TC”) is a measure that can be used to determine the costs 

incurred in buying and selling the underlying assets of a Financial Product (e.g. brokerage, VAT on brokerage, securities transfer tax, etc.). TER’s & TC’s are expressed as a percentage of the daily NAV of the Financial 

Product calculated over a period of three years on an annualised basis. TC’s are a necessary cost in administering the Financial Product and impacts Financial Product returns. It should not be considered in isolation 

as returns may be impacted by many other factors over time including market returns, the type of Financial Product, the investment decisions of the investment manager and the TER. A higher TER & TC does not 

necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER & TC imply a good return. The current TER & TC may not necessarily be an accurate indication of future TER’s & TC’s. Gryphon Collective Investments and the portfolio 

manager(s) cannot guarantee the capital or return of the portfolio. Gryphon Asset Management (Pty) Ltd, (FSP 581) is a licensed financial services provider in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediaries Services 

Email: invest@gryphon.com Tel: +27 21 915 5100    Fax: 086 206 2635 
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